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the client could then easily import those drawings and use them to
create its own set of plans for the client's own use (as it would have
done had they been done in autocad or another cad system). the fact
that the drawings were created from within the shipconstructor
environment, made them much easier to maintain and modify and
significantly reduced the possibility of getting the drawings mixed up
with the client's own plans. the project also provided the client with the
ability to work at a level that was more closely aligned with the basic
facility constraints of the business. the client was able to work in the
shipconstructor environment and use the tools in the shipconstructor
environment to create the drawings and then hand these drawings off
to the facility for installation. the facility could then generate reports
from those drawings, send the drawings to an autocad erp system, and
so on. when you are able to achieve those goals, the bottom line is that
your clients are able to take advantage of the benefits that are
available in the shipconstructor environment. they are able to specify
drawings in a format that is easily transported to facility, they are able
to work at a level that is more closely aligned with the basic facility
constraints, they are able to generate simple models for client
approval, and they are able to do so in an environment that is easy to
manage and track. this is true when you start with a blank sheet of
paper and you get the project completed. but the true test comes when
you can apply those same tools to the same project when you have a
similar project already in process and you can do so at a time that is
most convenient for the client. this is exactly what ssi was able to do
with this project.
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technology, in and of itself, is rarely a significant hurdle. modern erp
systems have more than enough capability to integrate with cad
programs. in reality, the most important factor for successfully

integrating cad with erp is having a clear, documented understanding
of the business processes that the erp system is intended to support. in
other words, you have to know what the beast likes to eat and what it
needs to keep it happy and healthy so it doesnt come back and bite its
owner. ssi is a proud sponsor of autodesk university 2012, and will be
showcasing some of its innovative autocad based cad/cam products at

the event, including shipconstructor. this autodesk based software
solution makes it easier to create ship design models and use them in
industry, making it more cost-effective and effective for shipyards to
build and use, which helps to make the construction and operation of

ships more efficient and cost-effective. contacteric monierproduct
development managertel: 250-478-4854email: eric.moniersji-

corporate.com>eric.com ssi develops autodesk based solutions for the
shipbuilding and offshore industry including: shipconstructor software,
an autocad based cad/cam product line; and enterpriseplatform, a tool

for sharing product data model information. ssi solutions take
advantage of the native dwg platform and the global pools of

experience provided by the world's most popular cad platform. we are
pleased to announce that the next release of shipconstructor will be

available for download in august. this release will include the following
features:o new, interactive gui for the shipconstructor commando

support for cutting parts from a profile rather than just edgeso support
for multiple label styleso support for labelling to the edge or centre of a

componento support for full 3-d labelling to an offset locationo
adjustment for the baseline of a part 5ec8ef588b
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